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News
Students speak, ski,
socialize on MLX's birthday
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SU student to
represent
Seattle in Cuba
ELENA CALVILLO
Staff Reporter

JEAN WAHLBORG
Staff Reporter

connection

She will make an individualpre-

SeattleUniversitywillhavea representative in this year's US/Cuba
Sister Cities Association Conference in La Havana, Cuba.

sentation next month called "Cuba
Por Mis Ojos" (Cuba Through My
Eyes).

Representing SU and the
UnitedStatesisJessicaBurns.
Burns is a third-year
Matteo Ricci College humanities and finance student
fromRenton, Wash.She was
recentlychosen as a delegate
forthe 2003 Every Women's

Delegation

to

Cuba. The

EWD, created by Cindy
Domingo, is an organization
comprised of women from
variousracial,socialandeco-

nomic backgrounds, who describe themselvesas an anti-

racist

movement fighting to

end theU.S.embargoagainst

Cuba.
"They are a group of
women very dedicated to
what they do," Burns said.
Backed bysupporterssuch

Amy

Howell/staff

photographer

sica Burns will be travelling to

■'eSi

*-'"ba to promoteSeattle trade.

as KingCounty Councilman
"Ibelieve in truth," Burns began.
Larry Gossett and U.S. Senator "And believe people should know
Maria Cantwell, the EWD began what's goingon."Duringthe meango\ng lo Cuba in \999 with ihe time, she and her fellow delegates
hopes ofestablishinga "sisterprov- will host a series ofevents to raise
ince" between King County and money for their trip.
GammaProvince inCuba.
These events include an auction,
"It's an uphill battle," describes selling raffle tickets and Cuban ciBurns, who knows this will be no gars,and a salsa dance.
easy task.
Burns would like to thank Dr.
She will be attending the yearly Arthur Fisher from Matteo Ricci
conference with 22 other women College, who she says has been
fromallover the Pacific Northwest "very supportive."
this spring. Theconference is com"I'mexcitedto havethe opportuprised of many activities, such as nity," she said. As she should be.
seminarsfocused on creating a per- This trip willhelp her in finishing
son-to-personconnection.
her two-quarterlong capstonesyn"Weneed tostart bringingpeople thesis, a requirement foe Matteo
to a common ground," Burns said. Ricci students, on immigration.
"At first Ihad my reservations,"
Burns said.But studying at theUniversity of Havana in Cuba for a
monththispast June,Burns discoveredthat "Cubans are nice, friendly

people."
She was not the onlyperson with
someconcern initially;her parents
were apprehensivebut nowthey are
excited for her. After the conference, she is required to do a oneyearfollow-upofher experiencein

Cuba.
On May 24, Burns and fellow
membersofthedelegation willhave
a presentation on whatCuba is really like, what they did in Cuba,
what they learned and what they

hope for the future of Cuba and the
United States.
They also will be holdingseminars throughout the year trying to
gain support for legislation,lifting
sanctionsandproving topeople that
Cuba is inno way a threat.
Burns saidEWD knowsthat they
are not going to changeeveryone's
minds at one time, and that is why
they focus on education and trying
tochange one person at a time, and
again,creating a person-to-person
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holiday. Jackson attended the one especially that of acceptance.
Students found different waysof
SU eventcommemorating theholiOn Aug. 28, 1963, Dr. Martin day on Monday: the MLX speech approaching the topic to make it
Luther King Jr.gavehis famous "I competition held at the Student relevant to themselvesand others in
2003.
ha yeadream" speech from thestairs Hearth Center.
of the LincolnMemorial in WashSenior accounting major
Rick Mackey spoke of theinington, D.C.
justices
to
thatare stillpresentin
gathered
receive
Thousands
society
our
40 years after Dr.
and
his
support
his message
cause.
King's speech.
Tohonor this influential activist,
"Are we really free from
preacher, and humanitarian, our
the spirit of racism, discrimination has a holidayin observation
nation, and hatred? ...Theletof Dr. King's birthday.
ter ofthelawhaschanged, but
So the question is:How did you
has the spirit of the law
spend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'
changed?" Mackey quess birthday? Or were you aware of
why we had Mondayoff?
He related stories of Mat"Martin Luther King Day? Is
thew Shepard,Rodney King,
that today?" one studentasked the
and the XXXkillingofJames
day after the event.
catch-phrase
Byrd
A
has been develas examples of hatred
thatstill exists.
oped to convey purpose for this
Sophomore social work
holiday: a day on, not a day off.
However, many of the students inmajor Taslim van Hattum
spokeof thedifficulties ofbeterviewed simply used it as along
Jon Lott
" delivers part of the "I have a ingbothMuslim and Jewish.
weekend.
speechduring the MLX dinner
She expressed her wish to be
"Isleptuntil3:3O. Godbless you, dream
Monday.
accepted for both her backDr. King," sophomore communigrounds and urged us to accationsmajor LaurenMontoyasaid.
Many other Seattle University
Thefirstannual competition came ceptpeople whoarefrom theseheristudents echoedMontoya'sactions. to fruitionundertheguidanceofthe tages. Travis Shivel applied Dr.
Moststudents interviewedsaid they officeofResidentialLife andHous- King's message to teenagesuicide.
"Already Ihave witnessed too
studiedorslept. Some went skiing ing. Students had to sign up in
or took trips to Canada.
advance and prepare speeches no muchsufferingfromthedisembowOthers went home and spent the longer than seven minutes that be- elmentof theseinherent values[life,
long weekend with family.
gan with"Ihave a dream." Shalina liberty, and the pursuit of happiSophomoreEnglishmajorTravis Atkins, Bellarmine Hall Director, ness]," Shivel said.
Snivel said he almost got stuck in
Canada with his friends when their
car was towed overnight.
Eventuallythey found out where
thecar wasandstarteddriving home,
only tobe stoppedandhave the car
inspected on their wayback.
Shivelsaidhe barelymadeitback
in time to participatein the speech
competition that evening.
"I went and got ice cream," Julia

for acceptance andabolitionofdif-

All students competingspoke on

,

cm,
n
l
Representatives
fromall 24 programs and the
ava,iabie
school of uw willbe
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MLX Day, Page 4
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If you have general questions about graduate
study or specific questionsregarding any of
our programs,plan to join us onSaturday,
January 25, 9-11a.m. in the Student Center.

.

grad-admissions@seattleu.edu
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gan, freshman Chemistry major

the values expressedby Dr. King,

For more information:
206-296-2072 I www.seattleu.edu

udMiyi

Sophomore economicsmajor JenniferNuttingalso spoke ontheneed

cational opportunities on Martin

open home

I^^

'Thosekilledby their ownhands
were not accepted," he added.
"[Their] values were ripped from
their soul and dangled in front of

Before the student speeches be-

Luther King, Jr. andhis life on this

considering
Igraduate school?
**i Drop by our graduate programs
M

larity.

David Byrdprepared the crowd by ferences that separate people. "I
Jackson expressed that she would reading Martin Luther King Jr.' s dream of a time when differences
matternot...sex would matter
like theschool toprovide moreedu- famous "I have a dream" speech.

Are you a senior

***m->M
*W

to celebrate the man," Atkins said.
"I'm feeling, living, breathing the
effects ofMartin Luther King."

He expressedthe needfor a dismissalofsocialgroupingsandpopu-

Jackson, juniortheology major, said.

SEATTLE UNIVERSITY

*%1

and SelemaMoliga, Assistant Hall
Director for Campion, hosted the
night.
Five students competed in front
of a crowd of about 50 people.
'Thebiggestreason we'rehereis

Connecting the mind to what matters.

"
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Students still complain about e-mail system
MEGAN LEE
Staff Reporter

Students with SeattleUniversity
e-mail problems are not alone.

E-mail transitional problems, at
their height,reached nearepidemic
proportions and have touched the
majority of us on campus.
The campus e-mail system has
changed, and though it is 'improved,'notalltheglitches arefixed.
A staggering number of people
on campus have been affected by
thisimprovement thatis temporarily
representingitself as a communication fiasco.
Notonlystudents arehavingproblems, but professors, faculty and
administration have voiced complaints.
Thenewsystem wasimplemented
last quarter,a process that initially
began around Thanksgiving.
The start-up process continued
through finals week offall quarter.
Throughout this time the system

was inconsistent.
Somuch so, that evenASSU was
forced to rely mainly on paper and
phone communication.
ASSU is unsettled by the implicationsof theinconsistentlistserve
system, and is fearful of possible

problems that wouldlead toapathy
for the campus e-mail system.
Some ofthe frequentglitches that
have been popping up withthe new
systemarenumerous andreplicated
entries, failure toreceive sent material, and e-mails lost in the transition to the new system.

Problems have also arisen in
terms of accessing thesenew e-mail
accounts, with usernames or pass-

words changing without notice.
Currently there are three e-mail
options on campus.
There is the current system that
isnow officially inplace.This(new)
system is called the "Student Email Express." Students, for the
time being, stillhave the opportunity toaccess studentmail(old version), and the third option of the
faculty/staffserver. This third option has inherently a smaller group

of students who can utilizeit; only
students involved with work-study
or staffpositionsaregiven thisprivilege.
The work-study segment is not
yet converted to the expresssystem
but eventually it will also endure
the transition also.
The targetdate for this cross over
is June 13, 2003, at the end of this
academic year.
Fides Daruthayan, a senior fine
arts major, said, "I think the new
system is quicker,but there are still
problems.
Fundamental problems still exist, suchas finding contacts."
ScanO'Neill,president ofASSU,
AMYHOWELL / PHOTO EDITOR
said,"I wouldbelieve thatclaimsof
RikiKimuralogsontothenewSeattleUniversitye-mailsystemfromherlaptop
not receivingcampus communicainher dorm room. This system hasbeen problem filledfor some students.
tions and bills are of the most serious nature,and Iwouldfurtherthink
Area Network). This move will
that thisshouldbe anunsatisfactory forget about the old one.
Tomorrow,the ExpressMai1 sys- ultimately increase the.system's
practice or possibility for the unitem will move to SAN (Storage speedand operationalcapability.
versity."
O'Neill, who wantsto "blow the
whistle" on this far-reaching program, is aware of the inconsistencies and is working to address the
problem.
He views the entire fiasco as an
overallset-backto peopleusingtheir

BeginningJan. 27,addressbooks

willbe implemented to the student
system and set up will began in

Express Mail.
This willbegin the eventual process each student's own individual

page.
At the end of Spring Quarter the
entire system will be retested for
further improvementson theLinux
server.

Rene Riethof, of Collegis states
that student needs are the focus of
attention.
Riethoffeels thatthrough contin-

ued work, improvements and feedback, Collegis will insure that email service addresses student and
SU needs.
'Today weare a lot closer to that
goal!" Riethof said.
Itappears that alumni willstill be
able to access the old mail on a
'just-in-case' basis but eventually
their access will change as well.

Students get creative
with their food, say
goodbye to Top Ramen

SU e-mail account.O'Neill feels
students need to regularly utilize
their SU accounts toreceive timely
information suchasbills andmemos
from professors.
The abolishment of changing KIMBURLY ERVIN
passwords will be one of the most Staff Reporter
It has happened to all students.
profoundchanges with the newsysOn
a busy day of getting to class,
tem. The current domainpassword

rules will continue until the next going to work, and trying to maintime passwords are due to be tain a sociallifeyourealizethatit is
3 p.m. and you haven't had anychanged.
So, in

the future, one password

will last the duration.

The future beganlast Friday with
notices being posted in the computer labs on campus and on the email link.
These notices announce that by
Feb.10 theoldsystem willbe 'inaccessible.'
Theconsensus around campus is
that the new system will have so

much razzle-dazzle students will

thing toeat.

Forstudents wholive on campus,

—

thenext thought wouldbe tohead to
theCherry St.Market the friendly
cafeteria.
But at 3 p.m. thatfriendly market
exterioris closed off to thestudents
by cold, rigid gates that prevent
anyone from reaching the desperately needed food. As stomachs
beginstogrowl,whereare students
to go?
Upstairs, theHawk'sNest Bistro

only leaves students with either
Grilled Chicken or Marguerita
pizza. A hike back to the dorm
rooms leave students with a dull
bowl of Top Ramen.
Forthepoorcollegestudent,there
simply aren't a lot of options for
finding a meal.

Megan Myers/ Staff cartoonist

staples," BuzzHofford, Bon Appetit
General Manager,said.

ogy major and RA said that her
residents get together in a groupof

"But we also do have the more about 5-7 people and take turns
expensiveitemslike shrimp. Ifyou cookingmeals for each other. Evbuy the more expensive things of eryone must cook, or if they can't
course you're going to go through cook they must supplythe foodand
the money morequickly."
have someoneelse cook it.
"When it's closed (Cherry St.
There are many ways that stu"That way theyonlyhave to buy
justsimply don' teatany- dents are trying to save money on one really big meal a week," she
Market,)I
thing," said Christine Kiely, a food. MaritaDeLeon,a juniorpsy- said.There are so many ways for
chologyand philosophy major,gets students to save money, from buysophomore pre-major.
—
"With themeal planas youronly together oncea week with friends to ing in bulk as Julia Jackson, a
income, you're kind of left at the make dinner. "It's cheap, say like junior theologymajor suggested to
$6, and it's better than spending, using the coupons,on the back of
mercy of the cafeteria."
Though Bon Appetit has been say,$12 at a restaurant forthe same QFC receipts.
"You can use the coupons for
altering the Cherry St. hours by meal," she says.
Mary Grady, a SophomoreHon- TacosGuyamosand geta free meal,
staying open until 2 p.m. every
weekdayand every weekend in an ors student, does not have a meal you and a friendcan split the cost of
attempt tofeed more students,there plan and uses different techniques the another and then have the leftare always going to be times where to make food to last, "I usually get oversforanother day,"DeLeonrecstudents are left unfed. And those something spicy, so Ionlyeat half ommended.
students arethenleft thinking,How that way 1 have leftovers for the
That growling void that is an
amIgoing to payfor my nextmeal? next day. One time I had Thai empty stomach will always be exMoney is always tight for college leftovers that lasted me fourdays!" perienced from time to time on a
students, and Bon Appetit tries to
Another option for those that do collegecampus.But by following a
nothave a meal plan or have limited few of these suggestions,hopefully
help those that are tight on cash.
"We offer meals for those on a funding fortheirmealplan is tojoin that empty feeling can become a
rarity, and even leave your wallet
budget like friedrice, refriedbeans a cooking commune.
and mac-n-cheese. Those are
Amanda Mihalik, a junior biol- feeling a little fuller.
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SECURITY REPORT
AUSTIN L.BURTON
Co-ManagingEditor

Safety staff cameacross two groups
of students milling around the area
inbetween the Murphy Apartments
Who saidschool was safe?
and Campion Tower;one at the top
of a hill,the other at the bottom. As
Monday, 1-13-03
CPS staff approached, a bowling
A student sustaineda deep cut ballcame rolling down the hill.The
after a glass pipe broke in their officer stopped it with his foot behand.Theaccident happenedin a fore ithit anyone or made it to its
chemistry lab inBarman, for any- destination. Theindividuals on the
one who'smind wasin the gutter. hill were all identified,but no one
(Not allcollegekids smoke weed, fessedup about whorolled theball.
youknow...only, like, 75 percent
do.) The victim was transported
to a local hospital for treatment.

dryer tripped the alarm.
Spoooooky

Thursday, 1-16-03

When someone calledCPS from
anelevator emergency phoneinthe
Student Center, they responded to
the building and spoke with a male
through the intercom system from
the first floor. When the elevator
stopped on the second floor and
opened,no one wasinside.

residents said someone had
burned food in the oven onaccident, but there wasn't an actual
fire.

;just
"There'sno fire,sir.I

You know, the Beach

can't cook."
"That hairdois HOT!"
Wednesday,1-15-03
A fire alarm went off on the fifth

Tuesday, 1-14-03

floor of B.ellarmine Hall

At midnight, Campus Public

p.m.CPS foundthat a student'shair

at

2:50

Cruiser

Yeah,like the wife is really
Sunday, 1-19-03
A fire alarm went off in the
Murphy Apartments at 9:50 a.m.,
prompting CPS tocontact the residents of the room in question. The

gonnabelievethat.

Oh, the gameschildren play

Connolly Center and
had some jewelry stolen. The incident happened at around noon.
The victim said he pul
thejewelryinhis sweatei
pocket,zipped itclosed
thenput the sweaterin storagebin.
When he came back, his wedding
ring was missing and the sweater
pockets were unzipped.

Thursday, 1-16-03
A campus community member
went to the weight room at the

Sunday, 1-19-03

One dayafter parking hisbike
in the Murphy Apartments garage, a student had a red bike
stolen valued at $450.

30 years later, Roe v. Extremist imposes on SU
priests scandals
about
forum
Wade sparks SU debate
AUSTIN L. BURTON
Co-Managing Editor
The bigfight scheduled for yesterday never happened. And that's
fine by Sarah Parker, even though
she's perfectly capable of holdher
own if it got that serious.
Parker, president of SU's ProLife Club, figured the 30th anniversary ofRoe v. Wade— theU.S. SupremeCourtdecisionthatlegalized
abortion— would be hyped as the
SU Young Democrats in one corner, and the Pro-Life Club in the
other.On fight night, the SU YD set
upa tablein the StudentCenter and
passed out stickers, bracelets and
information advocatingpro-choice.
They also promoted the SU's new
Pro-Choice Club, whichhasitsfirst

—
said. "It's a relatively gross but
—
effective symbol of what it can

Kari Hiser, a member of
theSUYD, wasamong those
mean to lose the right to have an passing outinformation yesterday: "Since there's alabortion."
Parker says she didn't feel the ready a Pro-Life Club, we
hangersare an accurate representa- asDemocrats thought aspart
tion. "Iwas offended,because Ifeel oftheanniversary weshould
that the hangers misrepresent the takeastandandmakepeople
numbersof peoplethat werekilled," more aware."
Parker said. She cited the case of
Onacampusthat' sinsuch
BernardNathanson, oneofthe abortion movement's original leaders,
who admitted pro-choice groups
greatly exaggeratedtheir statistics.

Last Sunday, Parker said she got andin maybe the most libanastye-mailfroman SUYDmember last Sunday. "It basically said,
'We aregoing tocounterattackyour
club,'" she recalled.
"I was upset because it was a

meetingtonight.
representative from the Young
"It wasinparttomake sure people Democrats. I'm pro-life and that
know there's another side of the isn'ttheDemocraticplatform,but I
'
issue, and also to remind them that alsoknow that they re platformisn't
[theright to choose] is more threat- offensive."
Despitetheobvious disagreement
enednowthan it'sbeen in 30 years,"
explainedGayatri Eassey, a senior on the abortionissue, Parker is glad
political science major and presi- that there willbe a Pro-ChoiceClub.
dent of the SUYD.
"It means they will have to beeduHow would the Pro-Life Club cated on both sides. Once you are
educated, the truth is so obvious
respond?
Rumor had it that the Pro-Life that [an unborn fetus] is a life," she
Club would set up their own table said.
directly across fromtheSUYDtable.
It was the Showdown at C-Street
Corral, with the claws out and the
fur flying.
But it didn't go downlike that.

""We decided we weren't going
to do anything," said Parker. "I
didn't wanttheperceptionthat there
was a war between the two sides."
Parker, a seniorcommunications
major, started theclub this year.So
far they have a core group of 10
members with nearly 70 people on
their mailing list. On Jan. 16 the
club went to Olympia, Wash, to
represent SU at a pro-lifeevent.
Last week, tensions between the
two sides grew as the Roe v. Wade
anniversary approached and word
got out that theSUYDhad plans to

hang flyers around the school attached to coat hangers.
"The coat hanger has become
synonymous with women having to
resort to illegal abortion," Eassey

a liberal state (Washington
legalized abortion three
years before Roe v. Wade),
in an evenmoreliberal city

eral area of that city, the

debatebetweenpro-life and
pro-choice will go on long
after theRoe v. Wade anniversary.Parkerknows it and,
voluntarily or not, engages
in that debate daily.
"Every single class I've
ever been in, once they find
out I'mpro-life it's like,not
evena smile.I
have to warm
themup all overagain," she
said. "Ithink that'sbecause
they're misinformed.They
think we're trying to infringe
on their right tochoose, but
we'rejusttrying toeducate."

Charles A. Wesley
Cover Editor
Wyckoff Auditorium played host to a
stunned crowd as an unidentified white
man in his mid-40s shocked the audience

represented in the panel, he recounted anincident where he infiltrated anabusevictim supportgroup,
impersonating a victim, in an attempt tochallengethe group's merit.

as the panel discussion was opened to
questions. In a loud tirade accusing the
panel of bias and brainwashing, the man

dressed the heckler, stating that the

A lone student in the crowd adaudience was capable of judging

hushed the capacity crowd.
the issue themselves, to which the
Astheapplause dieddownfollowingthe heckler suggested that priest abuse
third speaker'sclosing remarks on the fo- was the fault of homosexuals.The
rum, Investigatingthe Church, theheckler, student told the man to leave, at
standingin the rear ofthe auditoriumclose
to

the stairwell

door, loudly demanded,

"Are wegoing to bebrainwashed?"Insisting on knowing why only one side was

which point two professors in the
communicationsdepartmentmoved
toward the manas hedartedintothe

stairwell.

MLXDay: celebrations
From pave 2

Finally, first place winner Adrian John,

with words. He said that all the
speeches and poems wouldn't
spread the messageof Dr. King if
they don't incite us to act. John
also recognized the importance of
community and everyone init.
"A city that fails to support its
most vulnerable members cannot
be considered a community," he
said.
Following the speeches,
Jeremiah Beckwith, an employee
of The Cave, shared the Black

who is a sophomore social work major,
proclaimed theneed foraction togo along

National Anthem with the crowd
to great applause.

Not, nor race, religion,or creed," Nut-

ting stated. She alsosaid peopleshould be
free to love who they want to love, as well
as tonotbejudgeduj dgedby whetherthey arethin
or overweight.
Tracy Poindexter, senior creative writing major, deftly shared a spoken word
poem she had composed for the occasion
and pleaded for "A dream for freedom
now."
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Session m
The Business Plan:
Getting Started— lncluding Your Values
Friday, January 17
Time: 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Room: Pigott 101

Annual
Seattle University
|sjew Venture Plan Competition

f&5 000

Date:

/*n^»i*»y4

Dmi'ia

i^VOXXO KPIZC

The Entrepreneurship Center presents a series of six workshops
focusing on the business plan— getting started and including your
values; marketing planning and guerrilla marketing techniques;
venture assessment; legal issues for new ventures; Internet
strategy, andsmall group consulting-feedback on each participants
plan from MBAstudents.
Cost:
students/Facuity/staff
Alumni
General Public "
$
$
MMduai sessions:
$»

$'0
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Fontain MartinJohnson ill
Johnson Marine Fabricators
2002 Grand Prize winner

Entry forms due Friday,January 17

www.seattleu.edu/asbe/ec/newventure

Calendar of events for the week of Jan 23-29

Thursdau 1/23
Redhawk Pep Rally
Do you miss high school peprallies? We
don't either,but our sports teams could use
some support. So join the university between
4:30 p.m. and 5 p.m. for a ralley of SU spirit
at the tennis courts.

Friday 1/24
MartialArts
Chinese Wushu & Tai Chi Academy will be
offered in the Student Center, 1p.m. Enjoy
the excitement of Chinese martial arts and
acrobatics^—-

—

— —.

■

Saturday1/26
International Dinner
Tobe held between 6 p.m. and 10 p.m. in
Campion Ballroom, this dinner will celebrate
international diversity. For more information
call (206) 296-6260

Sunday 1/26

Superbowl party w/ The Donnas
Football! TheDonnas! What more could a
modern girl want.This all ages event willbe

—

the superbowl party to remember. It is

sponcered by 107.7 The End.Doors open at
2 p.m. at The Showbox. Did we mentionit
"
""
—^^
was free!

Monday1/27
Improv lessons

InRoom 121in the Fine Arts Building
students and others learn the art of spontaneity, Instructor Matt Smith takes students
to a new level of theatre.For more info call
(206) 296-5360

Tuesday 1/28
The art of learning

Empowering the LearnenPersonal Strategies
for Unique Styles -a workshop on academic
success will take place between 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. 9in theFr. Leßoux Conference Center
(Student Center room 160). This is a workshop for those who want to work on how
they absorb knowledge. Tomake reservation
or learn more call OMSA at (206) 296-6070.

Wednesday 1/ 2
Building relationships

ThePromise of Sexuality: The Gift and
Challenge of Intimacy is a Campus Ministry
workshop on the skills that are necessary for
healthy and holy relationships. Held from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Leßoux Room at Stu-

News
New CSS program is a

5

home away from home
LAURA FREDRICKSON
Staff Reporter

Are you an out of state student?
New on campus?
Would you like to meet other
Seattle University students that are
from the same state as you? If you
answered yes to any of the questionsabove then wehave somegood
news for you!
The Center for Student Success
will be offering anew program designed to introduce students from
differentpartsofthecountry toeach
other.Their plan is to find students
who are from out of state and ask

them if they would like

to meet

other students or faculty from the

same state. Then get these students
and faculty together and send them
out to lunch or coffee so they can
get to knoweach other better.
Students from all different parts
of campus, as well as from other
states areexcited to hear that sucha
programhas come to the university.
It would be cool, it would give
youasenseof comfort orcommon-

ality,especially if you are a freshman," Emily Hutchison, a social

work major from Oregon.
Kevin Trujillo, who came
here to study criminal justice

sources for students interested in
seeing how many peopleattend SU

■■

■

■ What: Center for Student
■
Success

■
from Colorado, felt that "it
„
wouldhelp create camaradeWhere: Bellarmine Resident
■
rie and friendship."
Hall,Room 111
Although most students m r
Phone contact: (206) 296-2260*
thought it was a program that ■
would have the greatestben- ■ E-mail contact: studentsuccess ■
@seattleu.edu
efit for freshman, Mark ■
Griswold, an international ■ \Website: www.seattleu.edu/ ■
studies major who is from a
■
student/success
Washington state,thoughtthat ■■!■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
it was a good idea for everyone,even if they are from here.
from your state, butalso for those
"Thatwouldbegreat,even though whohave questions aboutfinancial
Iam from here, it would be nice to aid, academic advising and stratemake somenew friends," he said. gies or problem solving and deciKirnJohnson,directorof theCen- sion-making.
ter for Student Success (CSS), said
Freshman or transferstudents trythe new program,inaddition to the ing to figure out how things work
many other services the center of on campus are encouraged to stop
offers, would help increase student by the CSS to takepart inprograms
relations and confidence. "Ithelps and workshopsspecifically tailored
to help student life go smoother.
students feel moreconnected."
The center of CSS can be re-

\
J

Profile: Not riding in cars

Behind the library counter, a woman enjoys simpler life
Elena Calvillo
Staff Reporter

feel ashamed of her religion,
shebegantodress likea Muslim."It
is so much freer beingaU covered
She began working at the library up,"saysMoerk.Since then, Moerk
at SeattleUniversity, and has been has begunlearningaboutIs/am,and
is observing Ramadan this year.
there now for 20 years.
She hasembraced the cultureandis
slowly learning about the
religion. She is starting to
tan.

not

"I have always wanted to be a
If you lived in a one-bedroom librarian," she says.

apartment by yourself, slept on the

floorbecauseyouhave no bed, and
could carry all of your personal
belongingsat the same time,
would yousay that you are

totally fulfilled?
Jill Moerk, a clerk at the
Seattle University library,
leads this life and says that
she is "totally fulfilled."
Moerk doesn't believe in
having too many things,and
wasnever afan ofbeds.She
isn't a fan of cars either. "I

hate them," she says.

take the steps to convert to
[slam.

"Voluntary simplicity is
how Ilike to live my life,"
Moerk states.Her dreamis
to pack up all her things
md live among the redwoods in Northern California. Having money is
—
secondary toMoerk hap-

Moerk often daydreams
piness makes life."
about running around with
a batandbashing their win
Moerk truly enjoys her
dows. This hatred for car Jill Moerk spends her days helping students, staff joband life, and how could
andfaculty at the library.
has kept her frombuying a
you not enjoy life if you
automobile and even fron
lave such a positive out"AHIdo is work and work and
getting a driver'slicense.
look on it. She is almost
Moerk hashad apositive outlook work andwork and work,"shesays. living her dream life.
on life ever since she can rememWhen Moerk is not at work, you
The one thing that Moerk day1949,
29,
ber.Born onDec.
sheleft can usually find her baby-sitting. dreams about,and would love todo
Covina,CA,
when She does this on the side for some to make her life complete, is to aid
herhometownof
she was 18 years old. Not happy extra cash. You have to have two those inneed.Moerk wouldlove to
there, she moved north to attend sources of income when you work be an everydayhero and hopes that
college at Humboldt State Univer- at the SU Library. But she doesn't one day she can be it. Well, she is
sity in Humboldt, CA. While there mind, she has nothing else to do.
well on her way to being a hero,
she met her husband, a mathematHaving raised a son, who gradu- trying todoone randomact ofkindics major, and attained a library ated from Seattle University and is ness whenever shehas the opportudegree. After graduation, her hus- now marriedandliving inEastLake, nity.
band was acceptedintotheUniver- WA, Moerk doesn't do much with
Moerk feels that she has never
sity of Washington mathematicsde- her free time. She doesn't own a had a bad time in her life, except
when she wasyounger and saw her
partment. So they packed up and television and has some reference
moved to theNorthwest, where she books in her home. Occasionally parents go through a divorce. But
has been living for 30 years.
she goestoafriend's house,butthat shehad a dream about cookies runningtoher mom;and thensheknew
After3 years ofmarriage, sheand is very minimal.
When it comes to friendship, that everything was going to be all
her husband decided to end their
relationship, but have remained Moerk is the epitome of loyalty. right.
Ifonlyeveryonecould seelife as
friends eversince.Not sure what to Her friend, and co-worker, had a
do, Moerk decided that there were tough time dealing with Sept. 11, Moerk does.
This world would be such a
only two things in life that she andhad aneventougher timebeing
wanted to be: a librarian or be a comfortable wearingher traditional greater place if there were more
masseuse. She chose to bea librar- Muslim attire. To help her friend people like Moerk.
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Ultimate Frisbee takes
off at Seattle University
Charles A. Wesley

Cover Editor
A new tradition took offunder the
roar of jet planes in Georgetown,
near Boeing Field, last week as Seattle University's new Ultimate

There are approximately 60-70
studentsontheclub's e-mail list,and
35 regulars who play at least two
times a month. 15-20 players cycle
in and out of the competitive team

Austin L.Burton
Co-Managing Editor

Martin's another opporunity to ice
the game.Bocookhit the freethrows
the second time around, and after

The list is short, to the point and
lar innature to theother ten teams in leaves little room for confusion:
1 Come to practice every day.
the league, according to Marushia.
for the leaguegames, whichis simi-

Frisbee team playedin its first competitiveleague game.
The team, loosely comprised of
Ultimate players come from all
students who play in the astro gym walks of life, though most are coltwice a week, has recently joined a lege educated, as college campuses
winter city-wideleague andhopes to are where most entry-level players
compete and improve their skills are exposed to the game. Seattle,
before moving on to the larger, more however, boasts a large high school
competitive spring league.
contingent, as the sport is strongest
Leadby SU philosophy professor in the Pacific Northwest, from San
Steve Finn, the team, born out of an Francisco to VancouverB.C.
UltimateFrisbeeclub establishedlast
Asked what the biggest misconyear, has become a sensation with ception is about the sport, both
students. The group, having played Marushia and Finn immediately
informally for several years, wanted pointed to the common perception
tobecomebetter organized and play
that the sport is only a game played
competitively. Several players ap- by hippies.
proachedFinn about forminga club,
"Ifit'sa hippiesport in thatpeople
and withhis aid,the teamhas steadily don't goat it to win, thenit's a hippie
grown.
sport. But you can't say it's not inaround,
he
"Whenever Finn is
is tense.It's non-stoprunning,like socthe mentor the Zen master. He's cer."Marushia said.
like a dad telling us how it works in
Finn adds that "people who play
thereal world," Sean Marushia,club are serious athletes," and points to
president, said. "Ultimate Frisbee is the national and international coma huge culture, and is very distinct petitions as examples of the grace
fromother sports. Our group under- andathleticismthe sportrequires.
stands and embraces the ideology."
"The jump to the "next level" is
Ultimate Frisbee, a national cul- more aboutdedication andheart.I've
tureas wellas acompetitive sport,is seen people here atSU that couldn't
a populist movement that embraces throw a levelpass to savetheirlunch
sportsmanship and mutual respect. a year ago, and now they've got a
There are no referees, even in na- better arsenal of throws than Ido.
tional competitions, as self-regula- Youdon'thave tobe a 7-footer with
tion is one of the game's founding a 4-foot vertical. You don't have (o
principles."[UltimateFrisbee] puts be 6'4", 265 and run a 4.3 40. You
the onus of sportsmanship on play- just havetohaveheart,desire,(probers," Finn said.
ably a disc)and want to havefun." JJ
"When you turn around to find Zabkar said.
Finnhopes this upward curvecan
youropponentgivingyou a high five
for an awesome throw or an awe- continue atSUuntil the teameventusome catch, you think differently allycompetedon thecollegiate level.
about the sport. A good game is UW has a well-establishedteam,and
where a few people excel, a great Finnbelieves thatthe SU teamcould
gameis wheneveryonehada chance ultimately join sectional or regional
toshine."LauraNorman. Junior,said. tournaments.

—

Redhawks fall to Bth in
GNAC after two losses
sohomore Mariko Trias' inbound

.

pass went sailinginto the crowd, it
2. Work hard.
wasover.
Junior guard/forward Leah
3. Go to class.
Do those three things and you'll Weltonledthe team with 19 points
stay out ofCoach DaveCox's dog- versus the Saints, as leadingscorer
house. But with his team failing to Kristin Connolly scored just nine
live up to No. 2 and only following on 3-for- 13 shooting.
But at leastSU was in that game.
No. 1 in theory, the SeattleUniversity women'sbasketball headman Last Saturday,Northwest Nazarene
is tiredof playingDeputy Dog.
smacked aroundthe Redhawks in a
After twoconsecutive losses last 91-71 blowout,despite SU scoring
—
week at St.Martin's onThursday it's second-highestpointtotalofthe
and at—NorthwestNazarene on Sat- season.
Connolly scored 24 to pace SU,
urday the team's record sits at 77 (2-4GNAC), droppingthemfrom including six rebounds and four
a fifth-place tie to an eight-place tie assists. Welton added 10 points,
in theGreatNorthwestAthletic Con- while junior forward Deanna
ference.
Cordova almost had a dounbleThings didn't get any better yes- double withnine points and 10 reterdayafternoon, whenCoxabruptly bounds.
Again, the Redhawks outplayed
ended practice less than halfway
through the session.
the Crusaders in the second half,
"Theyjust weren't playing hard. but couldn't overcome a 20-point
That's the first timein 15 years I've halftime deficit.
"Firstand foremost, we'vegot to
kicked a teamout of practice," Cox
said. "[Tuesday] we had a really learn to play hard. When you play
good practice, but today we went hard, goodthingshappen. Thenyou
back to being soft again."
start to build confidence and you
InThursday's 57-54 loss to Saint eliminate self-doubt issues," Cox
Martin's, theRedhawks wereagain said. "The day we learn to play
bitten by a season-long bug: play- hard, we'llbe pretty good.
ing a terrible first half before comTimeis running out, though.The
ing back in a hard-fought second season is half over, and the team
half. SUscoredjust 14points in the still has two meetings left with unfirst half against the Saints,but ral- defeated and No. 1-ranked Seattle
lied to pull within two points with Pacific(whocomes to the Connolly
29 seconds left.
Center this Saturday at 5 p.m.)and
But even after Saints point guard two meetings with Western WashLisa Bocook gave the Redhawks a ington, the league'sNo. 2 team.
chance to either tie the game or
Cox says he has been searching
a
win
when
for
differentmotivationalmethods
sneak away with
she
missed two free throws, the to use all season,buteventually it's
Redhawks allowed SMC's 6-foot-2 up to the players.He's been showcenter,Brandi Riel,tocome up with ingvideos,relayinganecdotesfrom
an offensivereboundthatgaveSaint nearly three decades coaching the

game, even passing out reading
material.
"We're still trying," he said of
himselfandhis coachingstaff. "But
ultimately that motivation has to
come from withineach athlete."
Cox tries not to yell and scream,
butso far nothing elsehas worked.
Holleringonlysticks with the players for a half— maybe a day — and
then it's back to the same old stuff.
"This is a very unique team in that
so far the only motivation they've
responded to has been anger and
threats. And it's very apparent that
those results are short-term.
"A huge part of this whole thing
is players being able to drive the
motivation internally.That's got to
be the main focus."

NOTEBOOK
*An MRI revealed that junior
shootingguardLisaMilne suffered
a partially torn PCL and a strained

MCL in her left knee. Milne has
missed six games with the injury,
however, she is expected toreturn
to the team soon.
♥SeniorcenterCourtneyTinsley

played just three minutes in
Saturday's game due to an injured
hip flexor muscle. It is undecided

whetherornotshe will playtonight.
♥Cordovahas been playing with
a shoulder injury all season. She
isn't expected to missany time.
*Freshman center Sarah
Sommerman injured an ankle and
may not play tonight.
*LauraSmith recentlyjoined the
staff as an assistant coach. Smith
was a standout basketball, tennis,
and soccer player at Seattle's
RooseveltH.S. and playedbasketball and tennis at Willamette University. Her husband, Chad, is an
assistant with theSU men'sbasketball team.

Here we go: Tampa Bay and Oakland
get set to duel in Super Bowl XXXVII
NATE ZELL
Sports Editor

yearsago, Ray Lewis was charged
with murder as the Rams beat the
There comes a timeevery winter, Titans 23-16.Twoyearsago,Lewis,
when the two teams that have re- fresh off having those charges
mained the healthiest, teams which dropped, was named MVP is the
have played the best football more Boring Bowl, as his Ravens deconsistently, and teams which flat stroyed the Giants.Last year, well,
out have the luck of the bounce, we'll just put it as a most needed
earn their way to the Super Bowl.
victory for all of New England.
Yes, for all the housewives in
So on to this year's game. The
America, the one day wherehus- OaklandRaiders vs.the TampaBay
bands deserve to sit on couches, Buccaneers? Who wouldathunk it?
drinking beer, screaming and yell- It only took $8 Million, two first
ing and in generalcausing trouble. round picks, and two second round
It is the one game where the com- picks to get him away from the
mercialsmatter, andtheyonlything Raiders, but John Gruden, in his
they are allowed to do during half- first yearas coach in the 'Bay took
time is get inline for the bathroom the Bucs to the big game. The team
andreload onchips, dipanddrinks. that talks the most, finally has a
When the Super Bowl kicks off chance to walk the walk in the big
this weekend from Qualcomm Sta- game.
However,anotherfirst yearcoach.
dium in San Diego,CA at 3 p.m.
PST, there will be a number of Bill Callahan of Oakland also has
stories to watch both on and off the something to prove in the Raiders
field. Newsflash! Isn't it time for first Super Bowl since the Marcus
something new? When was there Allen era. Oakland'sOver the Hill
ever a year when there weren't a Boys of Tim Brown,Rich Gannon,
massive number of stories playing
See Super Boivl Page 7
out on Super BowlSunday?Three
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Super Bowl: Special Men's hoops squeaks by
Teams is X-Factor NNU, 87-85 in OT thriller
lines in footballand ifWarren Sapp
and Simeon Ricecan't get pressure
Gannon, thenhe willsitback and
looking
Rod Woodson are also
to on
prove that they can win a champi- pick the Bucs apart.
Isee Oaklandhaving the advanonship evenat thegrand old agesof
tage here early,but look for Tampa
36, 37,40, 36 and 37.
But age aside, this Super Bowlis to come with more blitz packages
allabouttheon-field matchups. It's from the second quarter on to keep
Gannon, league MVP, who set an Gannon in the pocket and under
NFLseasonrecordfor pass comple- pressure. They wereable tocontain
tionsand his talentedtrioof receiv- Jeff Garcia andDonovan McNabb,
'
ers Brown,RiceandyoungsterJerry thereis noreason tothink they won t
Porter against Tampa Bay's #1 do thesame toGannon. By thesame

Continued from page 6

Jerry Rice, Bill Romanowskiand

Nate Zell
Sports Editor
For a young team looking to gain
respect, there can be no better feeling than having two of its veteran
players step up to lead them to victory. Seniors Darnell Lyons and

Bryan Peterson each scored 22
points to lead Seattle University
(10-4,3-2 GNAC) to a thrilling 8785 win over Northwest Nazarene
University (2-11,0-5) on Jan. 18.
Peterson, the team's leading
scorer from a year ago,proved that
he stillhas a shooting touch, hitting
for 14 points in the first half of his
first start of the year. Starting in
place of the injured Andy Bloom,
Peterson was one of the main reasonsSU jumped toa 38-29halftime

ranked pass defense. It's Charlie token, the Raiders do have three
Garnerwhogained962 yards on the recievers, one of whom will likely
groundcoupled with 91 receptions be open. Advantage: Raiders
TampaBay offense vs.
to pace the Raiders to the league's
Raidersdefense:
#1offense againstTampaBay's #1
Tampa has shown some life on
ranked defense, a defense that
humbledthe juggernautoffenses of offense in the playoffs, controlling
San Francisco and Philadelphia to the ball against both the 49ers and lead.
"It shows the characterof a good
Eagles. John Gruden has proven
get to the Super Bowl.
team,"
to
run
saidheadcoachJoeCallero.
game.
that
he
willcommit
the
With the teams to watch established, here is a breakdown of the

matchups that willdecidethis year's

EventuallyMike Alston willbegin

"Bryan,in his first start, comes up

to wear down

with22 points. It shows his charac-

the Raiders defense

which was burned by the run ter,whyhe'sacaptain.Italsoshows
Super Bowl.
throughout
the season. When this hisbelief in theprogramand thathis
Oakland offense vs. Tampa
Bay defense: occurs will determine what Tampa teammatesbelieve in his ability."
With the game tied at 20 with
Will Oaklandbeable to throw the will be able to do.
Tampa's
give
can
If
line
Brad
7:45
left in the first half, Nic Lano
Yeah,
against
they
Tampa?
ball
will.
time, he shouldbe able to put in a second chance hoop off an
Johnson
Gannon will have three targets to
throw at. The only teamsto beat TB make big plays against Oakland's offensive reboundby JeffMcDaniel
in the regular season,Philly, New secondary. Charles Woodson is to start SU ona 18-9 run to endthe
Orleans and Pittsburgh all feature playing on one leg,and whilehe is first half.
"We were able to go on that run
multiple threats at receiver.It will still better than half the corners in
now,
leagueright
the
he
was
torched
because
we were controlling the
beup to Tampa's nickel defense to
by
Steve
McNair.
While
ofthe
tempo
game on the defensive
he
will
hold whilethedefensiveline tries to
play, Tampa wouldbe foolish togo end," Callero said. SU switched
get to Rich Gannon.
from a multitudeof man-press and
Against Tennessee, Oakland anywhere but right at him.
zone sets they had run earlyin the
Tampa's
offense
could
be
their
showed that it knows its strength is
in
more
to straight man-to-man degame.The
game
best
defense
this
Rich Gannon, out of the pocket,
clock,
fense,
they
control
the
more
the
which threw NNU off its
making plays. If Oakland comes
game.
will
on
Gannon.If
offensive
pressure
get
they
out throwing like it did against the
Afterhalftime,SUcontinued with
Titans, they will have the upper they win time of possession, they
hand,and force the Bucs tocounter. will be right there at the end. Ad- the tight man-to-man defense, uppingitslead to46-32 after threeand
TampBay willhave to utilizeits vantage:TampaBay
Special Teams/Coaching:John a halfminutes of play.
superiorspeed on defense in order
At that point, the Redhawk deto contain Gannon in the passing Gruden knows as much about the
relaxed,and NNU slowlybecoachedthem
fense
well,
he
game.The Bucs will have to stop Raiders as...
a
from
to
year.
gan
figure out the SU defense.
Look for few tricks
the rungame when it occurs, or else last
along
bothcoaches
the
as
well
Post
way,
Cam Wattling, who led all
Oakland willbegin to pound away
scorers
with24 points, had 22in the
bigplay
special
as
a
from
one
teams
andcontrol the game.
Tampa
teams.
has
never
had
a
second
on 9-12 shooting. Watreguhalf
The key will be the battle of the
tling
or
returned
killed
the Redhawks inside
postseason
lar
kickoff
lines.Oakland has one of the best
for a touchdown.Could this be the throughout the second half before
game?
fouling out late in the overtimepea lot riod.
Prediction: This should
be
—
like last year's game a back and
'Thesecondhalf wewere a little
THE UNHEARDOF
forthaffair withboth teams being in more conservative," Callero said.
THE UNTHINKABLE
www.ScambustersUSA.com it till the end. Ilike Tampa27-24. "They gotmore and morecomfortable and they went on a nice run.
[Wattling] played a real good secondhalf.
NNU came back to take the lead
at 69-68 with3:23 left inregulation.
The teams see-sawed over the last
threeminutes before Wattlinghit a
jumper to tie the game at 74 with
1:09 left in regulation.
Orientation Advisor (OA) applications are available
Both teams hadlooks in the final
online at www.seattleu.edu/student/newstudent
minute, but failed to take advantage,sendingthe game toovertime.
In the five minute overtime peApplications are due on February 4th.
riod, the teams again went backand
forth, with Eddie Lincoln hitting
oneoftwofree throws togiveSUan
Got questions?
86-85lead with 20 seconds remaining inovertime. After Lincoln denied NNU guardLarry Graves in
Please call 206-296-2825 or
the key, Lano hit one of two free
e-mail newstudent@seattleu.edu
throws to give SU a twopoint lead
with 5 seconds left. Graves again
got in the key,butLincolnknocked
the ball awayas time expired,seal-

FREE

Be an OA!

CARL BERGQUIST/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Going up for a shot against his NorthwestNazarene opponent, senior
Darnell Lyons looksfor two ofhis teamhigh 22 points.Lyonsandfellow
senior BryanPeterson (22 points, six rebounds) led the Redhawks to the
87-85 GNAC win.

ing the victory
gettingblown outinits homeopener
"[Northwest Nazarene] is a lot by Alaska-Fairbanks 78-58, and
like we were last year," Callero losing to then #1 HumboldtState
said. "They're 2-11, but are very University 70-56 on theroad.
resilient, they neverquit [on SaturHowever, the team improved in
day ] You'yegot togivei yetheircoach the time between those games, so
andprogramcredit.They'rerebuild- Callero is optimistic for the third
ing.
time being the charm.
"We're trying to learn that we'll
"The game against Fairbanks,
be thehuntedand not thehunter.At they had us out of sync for pretty
10-4 youhave peoplecoming into much the entire game," he said.
our house. We've won five of six "Against HumboldtState weplayed
games, so there's a home court ad- a goodfirst25 minutesbeforebeing
vantage."
worndown.Ithink the game expeWith the win, the team shifted rience will helpus more than anygears to focus on this weekend's thing. You canprepareallyou want
games against Central Washington in practice, but it comes down to
University (Thursday, 8 p.m. tip- game experience."
Central'sdefense, which caused
off)and St. Martin'sCollege (Saturday,7 p.m.).
30 turnovers last weekend in their
In doing so they will likely be upset win overHumboldt State will
without their second leading scorer undoubtedly come into the game
Bloom (sprained ankle) for a sec- fired up, putting pressure on the

.

ond week.
"It's very unlikely that he will
play against St. Martin's on Satur-

Redhawks offense to take care of
the basketball.For theRedhawksto
have a shot, they will need a big
day," Callerosaid.
game from point guard Eddie LinWhile the newsonBloom is bad, coln who has made great strides
the team could see the return of since being forced into the position
sophomore A.J.Brooks after being because of the mass of injuries at
out five weekswithafractured hand. the one position.
Brooks practiced on Tuesday and
Having a firedup team comeinto
could see time in Thursday's game. theConnollyCenter willmakefora
"I wouldn'tbe opposed to using very interesting night for the
him [against CWU]," Callero said. Redhawks team. The Wildcats,
"He's one of the best defenderson which already have a game plan to
the ball and one of the quickest shoot from the outside, will likely
players.Hemight be alittlerustyon jack up more three's, putting the
offense, and his shot might be a pressure onSU'sperimeterdefense
littleoff,but wecanuse himagainst

to come up big.

Central's quick players."
Central Washington's quickness
will again present a challenge for
theRedhawks. In itsfirst twomatchups with fast paced teams this season,theRedhawks wereworndown,

"They're a good transition team.
They will fast break off made and
missed shots. They average 82
points per game, so hopefully we
can hold them under 70 points,"
Callero said.
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By Scan Reid
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have passed since
Seattle University
students first stepped through
the doors of the campus' Student Center, surveying the
building's design, features and
In most students' minds,
building has changed the
losphere on the university,
ident opinions on the center,
wever,are decidedly mixed.
InrnidNovember ASSUsurveyed 136 studenisaßbut variousaspects oftheStudentCenter andasked them to rate the
building on a scale from one
to five (five being the highest
I approvalrating).Th^j Student
garnered adecent ay"* Center
erlge rating of 3.|. However, survey participants
Iratedthe building'slmain attraction, Bon Appetit food
at alower 3,1, while
■
H als£» offering a batrage of
Isuggestions for the build-

Id.

service

inginthedocument'scom|
<tob

CHARLES WESLEY

,

hall wne
The main dinning

mos(
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At the top of the comments list was pleas for
the building to remain open 24
hours,include morestudy areas,
and feature more comfortable

students have thier

build-

changesareneeded for the
ing.
"It's a place [students] just
sort of pass through Ithink,"
NicolePalmiter, Student Center
Advisory board member said.
"People don't usually go out of
their way to come here Ithink
because there's nothing here for
them. They come here to eat
because it's the only place to
eat."
Based on the comments from
friends and the suggestion box,
Palmiter believes that students
feel noconnection to the building. Palmiter said that students
probably equate the building to
amuseumand surmised thatthe
neutral-looking colors of the
building and thelackof hangout
spaces contribute to the analogy.
"It's like 'Hi, we just walked
into Washington Mutual,"
Palmiter said.
Consequently, the Advisory
Board, in conjunction with
ASSU, began working with the
Office of Student Development
last quarter to foster a better
atmosphere in the building. So
far, new furniture and a game
room are on the horizon be
included in the center, though
Palmiter admitsnotimetableexists.

fo

time area lookingat developing
the center to fit the tone of SU.
The latter includes adjusting the
dynamic of the Hawk's Nest
Bistro to possibly bring in computers for acyber cafeand create
moreactivities in the area,which
has proven to be popular for
students. Leary also suggested
to} Scan O'Neill, ASSU President, that the board might consider scouting student buildings
on other universities to see what
features they can emulate to improve life at SU.
"Idon't think there's any question that the center has provided
us with a tremendous opportunity to advance ourcommitment
to a vital and engaged campus
life for students. It's wonderful
space."
The food:
The topic drawing the most
cpmplaints about the Student
Center, according to Palmiter,
remains the food service from
Bon Appetft. Students haveexpressed their disapproval with
thehoursof operation, the quality of the food, the waiting lines,
and the prices.
"Students don't think they're
getting the quality kind of food
for what they're paying,"
Palmiter

furniture.Students alsocited the
lack ofa game room andacomputer lab.
In introt r>
ductionofthe
survey,
ASSU
mrveyed
ASSUwrote:
not
to
"Overall,
164 stuthemain idea
lents to
the
com:valuate
got to
ments show
ion
isthat theStudent Center
nost of
TimLeary;Vice President of student
does not envh o m
development
we r e
tice the stu-dents
to
freshmen
spend time there, which results
The group is looking at con- and sophomores who lived on
in the student centernot begin a vertingoneof the meetingrooms campus with a meal plan.On the
veryuseful toolfor the students." or possibly the center's club one to five rating scale, Bon
Students,though,didrateother space into a recreation/game Appetft scored below average
aspects oftheCenter highly,such area.Newfurniture won' t arrive with a 2.8 rating. Students rated
as the collegia, Campus Assis- until the next academic year, the quality of the foodas a3 and
tance Center (CAC), and meet- Palmiter said, as the university gave a 2.2 when it came to food
ingrooms; allof which scoredin has already allocated all its ex- prices. In addition, students
the3.9 margin. Yet the question isting funds to various depart- scored both the overall healthiof whether the Student Centeris ments.
| ness and the variety of food
fully serving the needs of stu"We're trying to take all the choices below a 3.
dents remains open to debate.
recommendations to heart and
Buzz Hofford, Bon Appetft
To address student concerns say, 'How can we make this General Manager, said multiple
about the building, a group of now a more student centered- factors like finances and buildstudents from around campus building?'" Tim Leary, vice- ingspace contributed to some of
joined with the center's build- president of student develop- the problems. In considering
ingmanager Shirley Champoux ment said. "The building is here. space, Hofford said that the fato form the Student Center Ad- We're notgoing to be knocking cilities and equipment function
visory Board last quarter. Via a down walls. The question has far better than theoldColumbia
suggestionbox at theCAC desk, got to be, 'How do we make the Street Cafe and Hawk's Nest.
However, the storage space in
the board has been gathering softer edges work?'"
Learysaidstudent leaders and the Student Center ismuch less.
comments and concerns from
the campus community to see hisoffice are working to address Hofford also reported that the
just what improvements or most concerns and at the same university set space for the buf-

going be
The building is here. We're]
knocking down walls. The question has
be, 'How do we make the softer
'
edges work?
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the company had to ralle foM^ Sean Reid
1
prices by five percent,
Co-ManagingEditor
fore, students who are presently
Hofford reported that Bon
buying food without a rrjeal plan Appetft and university officials
are exploring the op"
mmmmmmmr,
tioii of offering anew
foodservice area,possibly a similar version
of
the Law School's
mft sidebar
in the Pigott

fet lines we inadvance ofconstruction, nd consequently,
there was 1 le for Bon Appetft
to work w; when it came to
setting
up food
stations
to handle
long
lines.
"We
knew
from the
beginning it
was going to be
c x
tremely
co n

There-

—

Hofford
said. Re-

WpM

"There are faculty
and students who've
expressed they want
to getfoodandare not

IV

H9j

.

rwißl

system.

Inprevious years,theSUMeal
Plan functioned oij a point system, with students paying a set

price that consisted of a base
amount, which went directly to
BonAppetft,and the rest, which
was convertedinto "points" for
buying food. The system often
confused students but this year,
Hofford said, the university
switched over to a point-forpointMealPlan. Inotherwords,
if a student puts down $500 for
a meal plan on their Gampus
Card for a quarter, that student
will be able to spend exactly
$500 on food. SUalso insisted
that Bon Appetft provide students with a Meal Plan with a
five percent discount as a buying incentive.
Hofford said that for Bon
Appetft to compensate for the
loss suffered by the lack of a
base amount and the discount,
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to expire this June,

Hofford is currently
balancing addressing
Where the moneys going.
studentneeds withnepercent
five
mbre
than
paying
gotiations
are
for a new agreement
normal.
between thefood serviceandSU
"We're always trying to strike
"Ithink our relationship with
the balance between offering theschoolispretty solid,sowe're
choices to customers while still looking to go long term."
TheStudentCenter shines when the weatherisright.
being financially responsible,"
Hofford said.
one place, including the Inter- the opportunity now to say
The future:
national Student Center and the 'Let's begin to jump start the
In light of the mounting complaints, Hofford is optimistic
Currently the Student Center CounselingCenter.Andbynext programs andtheactivities,soabout developing the campus houses the offices of Campus fall, students and staff hope to cial, educational,cultural that
eateries and serving students Ministry,Student Development, have most of their changes in maybe we've never done on
more efficiently. He is working Minority Student Affairs, ASSU place to improve the Student campus. The building affords
Center experience.
us much of that."
concurrently with Student De- and SEAC.
"It's one thing to say, 'we
Those wishingto learnmore
velopment to schedule more
By next fall quarter, the
about
the Student Advisory
it',
and it'sanother to
eventsat theHawk'sNest Bistro completion ofthecenter'sPavil- don't like
and agreed with the* Advisory ionnear the Bellarmine building say, 'what isit that we want?'" Board can contact Shirley
Champoux at (206) 296-6269.
Board's recommendation to will consolidate nearly every Leary said.
"I think the facility enablesus
lengthen service hours by ex- other student service office into
panding lunch from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. Hofford also reintroduced
the comment box for students to
Aspects of
give suggestions on new or exStudent
isting food items.
'The aim of this Student Cen4
ter was to serve as the heart of
campus. Ithink that's a great
:<;:...--.
Kiosks
goal and Ithink we'veachieved
that."
'
Meeting rooms
Another need Hofford hopes
to address is the vacuum left at
Collegia
thenorthendof campus after the
previous Hawk's Nest left the
t> Campus Assistance Center
old Student Union Building.

the students' concerns over
price,Hofford reported thatfood
prices go up in accordance to
national inflation almostevery
new year.
However, another cause was
the change in the SUMeal Plan

—

willingorabletomake
the trip to thecenter,"
Hofford said.
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Arts and Entertainment
Spike Lee's New York
Entertainment
10

experiment lacks focus
Charles

Calendar

Christina

A. Wesley

and peopli
will fine
Cover Editor
A drug dealer withRussian mafia that nn
connections in love with a Puerto sym p a
Rican womanspends his lasthours thctic. Bu
of freedom with his childhood a lot o
friends.Fromlove, to hate, to murder,25"'Hourlnes tobemanythings.
In some waysit succeeds.In others,

it fails.
The first filmmadein New York
City since the World Trade Center
attacks,Director Spike Lee's adap-

soghomonian

A & E Editor

Hot Hot Heat. The Walkmen
Date: Fri. Jan 23
Where: Graceland
109Eastlake Ave
Seattle, WA 98109

times, un
sym p a
thctic char
act c r
make th
best mov

ies,

—

hay

tationofDavidBenioffs acclaimed
novel, publishedin 2001, explores
American life by weaving a

wounded city into the plot,making
it a character ontoitself.
Amidtheimages ofGround Zero

ries."
In thi
movie the

action does

-

PHOTO BY DAVID LEE ©2002

- TOUCHSTONEPICTURES- ALL
RIGHTS RESERVED

EdwardNorton andhisfriends in 25th hour
ments thathavegrownand not been

and American flags, themajorcharacters of the film struggle with their
own lives, which don't stop for
OsamabinLaden or askittish stock
market.On all angles,Lee portrays
entitiesstruggling to come to terms

time. Long-time friends Jacob
—
(Philip Semour Hoffman ofMagnolia fame)and Slaughtery (Philip
Pepper, Saving Private Ryan)
wrestle with themselves and each
with themselves.
other as realityalienates them, and
"I like the idea of a film taking in these relationships show the
place over a 24-hour period," Lee strength of the movie. Their ansaid in the film's press release. guish is very real,andthe actors put
"Monty Brogan is a drug dealer
"This is a story
explores
iat
lemes that people

—

ill be familiar

expressed and the way that people
can diverge without acknowledg-

ing it."
Themovielosescohesiontowards
the end.Leeloses focus to the point
that the last fifteen minutes nearly
overshadow the moments of brilliance earlierin the film. Whereas
thefilmthefocuses onBrogan struggling to come to terms withhis fate
early on,themoviedriftsawayfrom
him until eventually the viewer is
left wishing he'dhurry up and just
go to prison.

This truly is the weakness of the
We all have film, as the plot loses thecharacters
endshipsthatare and it's pace. The wonderful persed on past his- formance of the actors is the film's
ry but perhaps saving grace, and speaks to their
ye lost a strong
talents in being able to sustain a
mnection in the movie weighed down by its weak
"esent. The script plot.
See this movie if only forNorton
tplores the way
iat friendships and Pepper, and to see the first
indevolve,cruisAmerican artistic reaction to 9/11
g on past history on a large commercial scale. But
;spite resent- see the matinee.
ith,"saidNorton.

- ©2002 - Touchstone
- all
rights reserved

photo by David lee
pictures

EdwardNorton in 25th hour

Concrete Blonde Indie
Date &Time: 8:00 p.m. Sat.
Jan. 25
Where: The Showbox
14261st Ave
Seattle, WA 98101
2 LiveCrew. Insane Clown

Posse
Date & Time: Feb. 2
Where: Northgate Music
Theatre
Dirty Vegas. Donald Glaude.
—
DJ Salinger Dance &
Electronic
Date & Time: 9:00 pm Wed.
Feb. 5
Where: The Showbox
1426 1st Ave
Seattle, WA 98101

—

David Gray Singer/
Songwriter
Date &Time: 7:30 pm Thur.
Feb. 13
Where: Key Arena
305 Harrison St
Seattle, WA 98109

—

Mudhoney Rock
Date: Thur.Feb. 13
Where: Crocodile Cafe

—

Reverend HortonHeat
Alt. Country & Rockabilly
Date &Time: Thu/Fri. Feb
20,21 9:00 p.m.
Where: Sit & Spin
The Donnas and OK Go
Rock
Date:Sun.Feb. 23
Where: The Showbox
1426 Ist Aye
Seattle, WA 98101

—

—

Big Head Todd and the
Monsters Rock
Date & Time: Tue. Feb. 25
Where: Moore Theatre
1932 2nd Aye
Seattle, WA 98101-1102

—

Pretenders Rock
Date: Sat Mar. 8, Sun Mar. 9
Where: Moore Theatre

—

Dr. John R&B
Date:Mar. 18
Where: Jazz Alley
D.I Vadim & Russian
Percussian
Date: Mar.18
Where: Chop Suey

Oylmpia: pizza, pasta...perfection
J.C. Santos

Opinion Editor

Think blankets of mozzarella.
Think gushing, juicy tomato sauce.
Think hearty, flavorful and hefty.
But don't think twiceabout visiting
Olympia Pizza & Spaghetti House
111.
Thoughts |
are warmat

this simple
eatery on

For the entree,pizzaand pasta are
the two dominant forces on the
menu, which also includes salads
andsandwiches.Their pizzas come
in small (10"), medium (12") and
large (14") and range from $7.50
for a bare, small cheese to $18.50

butter withmizithra cheese,and fettuccini
in a homemade Alfredo sauce (all $8.25
each). But if you simply can't choose
between pasta and pizza, try the lasagna
($8.25). Much like apizza, it is topped
with a sturdy layer of mozzarella that
covers a chaotic mess of pasta, meat
sauce,and for an extrabuck,

Think hearty,flavorful and hefty.

Capitol
Hill. The
out of season Christmas lights that
line the walls may not improve the
dim setting, but at least they can
make a person feel somepost-holiday joy.
Butenough withsetting themood.
Let's eat.
Don't let the übiquity of minestrone hinder you from ordering a
cup. Olympia's brew may not be
unique, but it is prepared with the
careand warmthofanItaliangrandmother. Theproductisa brothsomewhere between thick and thin with

for a large specialty. The small eas-

ily feeds two semi-hungry people.
With a listof 28 combinations,f6ur
specialties and toppings from pepperoni tosmoked oysters,Olympia
can fulfill your everypizzafantasy.
Much like an actual pie, the toppings are layeredover the sauceand
are covered in a blanket of mozzarellaand asheetofparmesan.Count
on this deep dish being at least an
inch thick with a delightfully light,
crispy crust.

Don'tfeel likepizza?Theirlistof
cheese tortellini, adiverse selection pasta specialties includes the likes
of veggies(carrots to zucchini)and of baked manicotti and cannelloni,
Greek spaghetti sauteed in garlic
a dousingof oregano.

CapitolHill
(206) 329-

two fat seasonedmeatballs.

4500

Dessert,if your stomach

Open Daily

has the capacity, is very
worthwhile. The "Raspberry Sunset" ($4.95)
stood out from the typi-

cal mudpie and spumoni, and the
waitershowedreassuringapproval

for the dreamily named dessert
A towering cake of lemon and
raspberry ice cream standingon
a vanillawafercrust wouldhav
beensatisfyingenough,butthe
raspberry puree slopped over
the cake is what made this
dessertextraordinary.
From thedawnofthismeal
to

Located at:
516 15th E.

its "Sunset," Olympia

%

Pizza and Spaghetti House
III cooks up a feel good
atmosphere and a delectable dish. So next time
you crave Italian, think Greek... think Olympia.

"
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Arts and Entertainment
The Return of You got the wrong
Mr. Homosapien 'Thing' baby
RYANN COOPER
Staff Reporter
A Guy Thingproves to be moreof
a chic flick. But don't worry male
viewers,this romantic comedy will
keep youlaughing.
The filmfollowsPaul (JasonLee),
a play-it-safe type whoengagesin a
series of unbelievable coincidences
that lead him to discover his brideto-be is all wrong for him.
After anight of drinkingwith the
boys at his bachelor party, Paul
wakes up to find not his fiancee
Karen (Selma Blair) but Becky
(Julia Stiles), a spunky hula girl
from the night before, in bed with
him. Turns out Paul decidedtostay
in the family as he discovers later
that Becky is Karen's cousin.
Although Paul tries to hide the
night's event from Karen, the plot
steam rolls him into numerous en-

Christina

soghomonian

A&E Editor
Welcome back Mr.
Homosapien it's good to
see you again. Del Tha
Funkee Homosapien has
officially proven to his
fans that he loves them.
As previously promised,
Delreturned to Seattle to
perform, following the
disastrous end to the
CaliComm tour in which
Del cancelled his performance at the very last
minute.
At the end of that
show, he had appeared
on stage without a voice
to apologize for his un-

timelydepartureand disappeared while all the
openingactsquicklytried
to make up for it through
a collaborated perfor-

photocourtesy derek Becker

Del say's what? what?
jne

ticket. Indeed,at one point dur-

better chanc

of getting t
know one an
other. Or th
minister at th
wedding wh
pleads wit
anyone to ot

ject after dii
covering wht
he believes t
porno
be

graphic pic
tures belonging to Paul.

©2003

unexpected characters such as
Becky's psycho jealous ex who
mugs pathetic Pauland thendemandsheclimb intoadumpster.
formed"old It makes you wonderhow Paul
school" hits like Mr.Mistadobalina evergottwobeautiful women to
which got the crowd going. Watch- fallfor him.
ing Del perform onstage is like
The writers present several
watchingan cartoonanimation. He complications tokeepthe laughs
raps like a cross-between Snoop- rollingincluding Paul'sbrother
whois constantlydroolingover
Karen and Paul's embarrassing
encounter withcrabs.
Not to mention the rehearsal
dinnerwhere the gravyis spiked
withpot providingthein-laws a

From the beginning, theoutcome
is obvious and you're only watching for the comic blurbs in yet another tall tale romantic comedy.
Any high expectation would be
shortly spoiled, and while Julia
Stiles givesa spunky upbeatperformance; there is not much to work
with in the cousin next-door role.
Worth seeing but definitely a
rental.

'

Photo Courtesy derek

mance in place of Del.
However Del returned as promised.It is rare for musicians toshow
appreciation to their fans on their
own dime. The group did not get
compensated forlast Saturday's per-

-

Earn $1,000 52,000 for your Student Group
in just 3 hours!
Multiple fundraising options available No carwashes No raffles. Just success!
Fundraising dates are filling quickly Get with the programs that work!

tf)campus
FUNDRAISER

1^

Your TrustedSource for College Fundraising.

Delis rippin'it live onstage

formance as verified by Bukue One.
In fact, they returned in meager
vans and not a fancy tour bus like
the first time around. It was said at
the previous show that fans should
keep ticket stubs to attend a near
future show.
Many Del devotees took up the
opportunity to see two shows on

Doggand Ice-Cube (Del's cousin).
This time around opening acts
included Boom Bat Project and

Bukue One.Del's crew reappeared
for a second time to compensate
fans for not performing in December because of Del's illness. Del
won' tour again untilthe year2004.

|$12.00 men " $14.00 women^jVi
"
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Jason Lee posing inA Guy Thing

But the best
comes when Karen finds Becky's
underwear in the toilet tank. Trying
todiscard the evidence Paul throws
the underwear in the tank but when
his plan is spoiled which turns out
tomatch the underwear he concocts
a storythat he actually bought them
counters with Becky that, while for Karen. However Karen's no
dummy and upon calling the store,
humorous, seem forced.
Each encounter pushes the rela- the clerk catches onto Paul's lies
tionship between Paul and Becky and backs him up with, "It's a guy
so thatthey lack any chemistry,and thing," hence the name of the film.
by the end you don't know why
free-spirited adventurousBecky
wouldever wanta schmuck like
Paul.
Nevertheless, throughbreaking and entering into Becky's

ex-boyfriend's apartment, saving her life while making their
show, more waydown a fire escape,launch
overspeed bumps in a car, and
picking out music together in a
record store, somehowPaul and
confirming Becky's romancesurpasses cvSeattle' s erything else.
The movie provideslaughs in

1

12

'
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Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm

ASSU NEWS

Finance Report:

OnNovember,13, 2002ASSUconducted a survey of 136students. ASSUrepresenta- Appropriations Committee is a subcommittee the RepresentativeAssembly.
of
tives randomly approached students who were walkingthrough the StudentCenter
Thecommittee is charged with the disbursement offunds to ASSU-affiliated
interviewed the students andrecorded their responses.This is only a brief portion of the clubs and organizations. The Appropriations budget this year is $50,000.
survey, for an in depth look at graphs andthe rest ofthe results,please see the ASSU

Website^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

I

HATIS ONE THING YOU WOULD CHANGE ABOUT THE
'_
STUDENT CENTER?

Minutes from Appropriations:
Monday,January 20, 2003

Number of people
that said comment::

Appropriations Committee did not holda meeting this week due to the Martin
Luther KingHoliday

More study rooms/places to relax

12
7

The Appropriations Committee willbe back in session Monday, January 27,

Better furniture

6

Music in the cafeteria
More things to do (game room)

4
4

Lighting is too dim

4

Escalators

3

More student friendly
Piano

2
2
2

Do more surveys to get the students opinions

j

Video store on campus

1

Comment
Better building hours

The location of the building

Want information on Appropriations before the meetings?
Join the ASSU-Finance-Info@seattleu.edu listserve and b_e.

Questions regarding ASSU finances??? Contact:
Thomas Hackett, Vice President of Finance
(206) 296-6045, hackett@seattleu edu

.

AssociatedStudents of SeattleUniversity
Student Center 360 Third Floor left of the Sky Bridge
900Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122
(206) 296-6050 assu@seattleu.edu

-

*

Sliding automatic doors

FALL QUARTER: Representative Review

Look at other student centers for suggestions

1

k pub like Santa Clara

1

I

Satisfaction guaranteedor yourmoney back deal

1

I Reps, accountable! If you read a discrepancy call your Representative!

Huge whiteboard by CAC listing events on campus

1

Fax machines

1

Courtesy phones

\

The management

1

Sky bridge location

1

Change the balconies above the CAC to lounges

1

More movie nights

I

The paint

j

Add sleeping rooms for cross sound commuters

j

FV room

i

More- computers

\

Less noise
Water fountain

,I

Golf cart shuttles to Xavier

1

Each of the ASSU Representatives and Executives have had a busyFirst
Quarter. To inform all of the readers and students, in the course of several
issues ASSU will briefly review the activities of it's members. Keepyour

Ana Lincoln, Sophomore Rep: Moderated and helped to organize a Core,
Core Tracks, and New Programs forum. Attended Sophomore Retreat to
meet with constituents. Member of Academic Affairs and PresidentsAdvisory Board.
Steve Manos, At-Large Rep. Helped plan events around athletics for Winter
Quarter. Member of Student Life Task Force and Appropriations
Committee.
Emily Hall,Resident Rep: Worked on Lobby and Stairwell access for
Bellermine and Campion Buildings. Created and conducted survey
concerningLobby access. Conducted and compiled surveys regarding
Student Center andBon Appetite. Investigated possible improvements to
Campus Safety.

Bonnie Lav,InternationalRep: Helped keep the Student Center opened
during Finals Week. Involved with Representative Assembly in reform of a
new ASSU Mission Statement. Member of Academic Affairs Steering
Committee.

Color scheme

CLUBS ANNOUNCEMENTS
>v/"
Xake Time for Tennis
Advisory Boardis looking for New
, ,
Stay fit, have fun...PLAY TENNIS!
Members!

/^ TheNew Student Center

International Dinner

Are youinterested in making the Student Center a
realStudent Center?
If YES! Then get in contact with us in a hurry! All
the information you can offer can initiate changes in
your center!
Please contact Shirley Champoux at

\

ctiampoux@seattleu.edu

.

Carl Bergquist by
_e ma Contact
a bergquc® seattleu edu if you
ji f

ntprp<:fpH in
are ;n;inieresiea
m thp
me Tpnnk
lenms Tlnh at
di
University
Seattle

JV

Saturday, January 25, 2003
Begins 6:00 PM
WHERE:
Campion Ballroom
A magical evening withfood and
entertainment from Asia, Africa, North
America, South America, andEurope.
TICKETS:
$8 00 for su Students $iq.oo General
Everyone is welcome!
WHEN:
time

x/r

iV

Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm
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Marketplace
100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

200. Help Wanted
SWIM INSTRUCTOR/
LIFEGUARD
Children's Hospital & Regional Medical Center is
seeking a Swim Instructor/
Lifeguard. This position will
teach swimming and water
safety while maintaining a
safe environment.Assist with
clerical and administrative
duties in support of the
Therapy Pool as needed.Requires High School Diploma
or equivalent; work experience in swim programs for a
variety of ages and skill levels, especially with very
young children; current certification in lifeguarding,
swim instruction, first aid,
and CPR.
Prefers Bachelor's degree in
Physical Education, Therapeutic Recreation, or related
field;adapted Aquatics experience. Salary: Mm. $10.05
per hour,DOE.

400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc.

Classifieds
-

Pool Hours: Standby, evenings and weekends,variable
hours.
Children's Hospital &
Regional Medical Center

Business Internship
Program
Whereare you working duringthe Springor Summer of
2003?

We offer competitive pay
andbenefits. To apply please
visit our Web site at:
www.seattlechildrens.org/
jobs,Or send your resume to:
Children's Hospital & Regional Medical Center, Human Resources PO BOX
50020, S-201, Seattle, WA
98145-502Q.Pleasereference
Job number in all correspon-

College Pro, a $40 Million
company, is seeking highly
motivated college students
for our available management
positions in 2003. A few positions are still available
throughout Washington no
experience necessary. We offer an extremely competitive
earnings package, as well as
potentialinternship credit dedence.
pendingon major and school.
DOE.
If you are a goal-oriented
leader searching for a challenging position, or someone
Accounting Assistant.
who wants to gain a serious
on their peers, call us for
edge
Work Study Job in Greenlake
information and an application!
Flexible hrs. 9-10/hr. small

business AP, AR, work w/
vendors. Creative

Atmosphere. QB a must.
Lifeguard
Job# AS-182-11, Therapy
Pool Hours: Standby, eve- Call 206-523-5200 x 3
nings and weekends,variable
hours.
Bartender Trainees

-

Lifeguard
Job# AS-182-12, Therapy
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Needed
$250 a day potential

LocalPositions
1-800-293-3985 ext. 743

-

(425) 357-6496

Summer Camp Staff
Wanted

Are youlooking for a fun and
rewarding summer job? The
Catholic Youth Organization
is currently seeking qualified
staff members for our residential summer camps in
Western Washington; Camp
Don Bosco, Camp Hamilton,
or Camp Gallagher. We are

hiring cabin leaders, lifeguards, wranglers,challenge
course specialists, kitchen
staff, and more. We offer the
opportunity for you to make
a positive difference in the
life of a child, create lasting
friendships, learn new skills,
and contribute your creative
ideas to the camp community.
We offer room, board, salary,
and a positive, enthusiastic
work environment. Call
Megan at 206.264.2090 or
email
meganm@seattlearch.org for
an application.

400. Services
Need help writing? Mary
Cheadle,Ph.D., hasextensive

experience editing articles
and theses. 206-522-7883 or
marypcheadle @aol.com.

500. For Rent

CapitalHill Condo
$144,900

Parking, W/D in unit, fireplace.
1 bdrm. Nice views. Call to
see:

206-300-8196
1 BR apt. a block from SU,
455 13th Aye. Seattle. $650/

mo, H2O/Sewer/Garbage

included. 206 232-9865

600. Misc.
Fraternities Sororities
Clubs Student Groups
■

Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our
programsmake fundraising
easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filing
quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact
CampusFinder at (888) 923-

Maple Leaf 1 bdrm 800 sq 3238,
or
visit
ft daylight basement apt
www.campusfundraiser.com.

refurbished,carport, bus, W/
D $595.00

206-529-0367

The Spectator

Roomate to share 3/1.5 house
with yard.Carpool: free parking or on busline. Approx 10
miles from campus. Dogs
welcomed. $550 + 1/2 util.
Email: tiederm@seattleu.edu

Phone: (206) 296-6474
Fax: (206) 296-6477

E-mail:
adinfo@seattleu.edu

Personals
Robert and Matthew,
We love you.
You are the best. What would
we do without you? (other
thanbe sane-r)
-Pattie & Leigh
De La rown familia,
ILOVE YOUGUYS!!!

Holly & Nina are so foxy! Italian Stallion,
Every time Iwalk by theCAC Thanks for the great Tuesday
I
night (even if you did fall
get all twitter-pated...
asleep). We shoulddo it again
Scan,
You're cute, but stop flirting sometime soon!
Thanks,Non-profit
with me.
Love, Michelle To the 3rd floor posse ( who

Hello my boy,

was at Paul's)...

Love, Bebot It has been a while.But Iam Much love. Especially Greek

Jeremiah Grams,
I
love you!
Joe,

You're awesome. Let's eat
dinner together!
-Erin K
Millions we spent on the new
studentcenter...it'dbenice to
get some new MLK posters
without 2001 on them.

still loving you like the first Stef!
day.
Love, ur gal
Bonin,

MeganHelloNor Cal! Youare beau-

tiful.
Love, Stef
Breanne,
You are the only one for me.
I
love your eyes. Will yougo
out with me?

Secret lover

-The Sink Buddy Karl,
You rock!

Get funk & skat your brains
Jock,
Ilove you...forreal! I'mcrazy out!
for ya!
603,
Love, Zuck
Your roomies rock!
LindaIlike him so much! I'll try my Stef,
best to stop being nervous.
You rock!
P.S. I
like gold!
XOXO Meg
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Campion 2 is the most
rockingest floor ever!
Hey Amanda & Erin,
Do you like Pina Coladas?

Brian Shelton-Kelly,
Ilove you!

PERSONALSDROP
BOX IS AVAILABLE

AT
THE NEW STUDENT

CENTER FRONT
DESK
DROP ONE IN TODAY!

THEY ARE FREE AND
APPEARINEVERY
ISSUE!

TRY IT!
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Opinions

Editorial

Do you know what's going
on in your country?
Yesterday at noon, there was a speak out dedicated to
offering valid reasons for theUnited States to begin war
on Iraq.
There are a million-and-onethings to say about war.We
can wonder whether or not we should be there.We could
ponder the ethics ofpromoting waron campus. We could
talk about the need to talk about war. But we won't,
because this editorial is about something else something larger.
This is about education, acknowledgment and most
importantly about Seattle University students becoming
involved, informedandunderstanding what'sgoing on in
our country.
Are we going to war?
Many would argue that all signs indicate violence in
Iraq is inevitable, but we're not willing to make that
prophesy.
Why not?
Because such detached guessing is not what matters.
This does: Do you think we should go to war? Do you
know why we're going to war? Thatit has nothing to do
with the Sept. 11 attacks?
Remember the scare during World War II when Japanese-Americans were thrown into camps to rot away
during the war and our grandparents did nothing?
Did you ever wonder what's happening to all those
immigrants who are being thrown into jail, held without
an attorney and who knows what else when the newspapers says they are being heldfor questioning?
They have a right to an attorney, and we have a right to
know what's happening to our fellow citizens.
Do you exercise it? Are you curious? Do you ask
questions? We are all college students with jobs and
homework and a hundred pages of reading every night,
but when we will everbe afforded thebenefits of a center
of learning like Seattle University?
So the question is not whether we will be at war. The
question to ask is ifthese past two years have been a war
with the government that theAmerican people are losing.

—

Hell starts its first reality show.

Reality TV: love to hate it—
she explains to the camera while
looking over her shoulder at

It was all harmless fun onee
when it was just the talk shows.
Saddam. He is sitting in a wife When we'd scream Jerry in the
daysprior to ninja lesbian midgets
beater eating French fries.

Thenext guesttoarriveis Osama with secrets— when the makeover
BinLaden.He walks in with a grin show was enoughof a window into
radiating on his face.
other people's lives.
"How is it that FOXX can find
Then life began to change.
that man and not the CIA," Saddam
Like a drug,the current 20-somethings became addicted to watchasks Tammy Faye.
JAMILA JOHNSON
Neivs Editor
"Well FOXX tries harder," she ing train-wreck lives. Some of us
Now, for the moment all red- replies.
even want to bethe train-wreck on
bloodedAmericanshavebeenwaitThe rest of the guests wanderin the scene. They want their selfing for...
during the course of this first epi- esteem and personal lives to be the
Cue dramatic musicandterribly sode.
carnage spilled on the floors.
annoyingannouncer.
Iturned on the television while
Malvo
enters
still
in
John Lee
...You've never seen a reality his prison attire. (FOXX got Rob- munching on a bag of marshmalshowlikethis.Whathappenswhen ert Downy Jr. out of jail, so Malvo lows to an episode ofFear Factor.
Iwatched four people, not much
six evil leaders from across the wasan easy grab.)
globe must live together in one
LeslieMiller fromSeattle'sQl 3 older than Iam, chewingdown on
cave?
Newscomes inwithJennifer Lopez theroasted testicle of a water bufWell, FOXX is going to show both with far too much luggage.
falo.
Ten minutes later, after successyou.
And last but not least you enter
shinning
in
a
up
Saddamdrives
the cave.
fully keeping myself from throwTheSpectator Editorial Board consists of Nicole Retana, white limo and winds around a
Sure, none of this would really ing up, I
knew the answer.
Scan Reid, Austin Burton and JC Santos. Signed dusty driveway to a tall cave with happen. But ifyou had the chance,
These shows are a lot like poligrabs
a
desert-side
view.
He
his
on
you
spot
COMMENTARIES REFLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT
would
take the last
tics and the news. We wait for
bags
and
hoists
a
missile
onto
his
Real
E
vil?
scandals
in politics. We get bored
NECESSARILY OF THE SPECTATOR, SEATTLE UNIVERSITY OR ITS
back.
Iwent to school from elemen- on days when nothing good hapSTUDENT BODY.
Once inside the cave his mouth tary through high school with this pens in the news.
kid, Kevin. Isaw him five days a
drops open.
So maybe RealEvil is a natural
place to go. The same place our
This lavish space is furnished week for eight years.
Duringmiddle schoolhe used to minds have been going since
with all the amenities. The bathroom has a red tub, and the bed- watch The Richard Bay Show. America starteddistrustingitsleadSeattle ♥— U hiveksity
rooms are huge.
You've seen this show if some- ers. There once was a time when
Keeping watchSince 1933
He inspects room by room in where in your memory you can presidents were loved. Now we
search of the one in whichhe will picture obese white trash idiots love to hate them.
Amy Howell, PhotoEditor
NicoleRetana,Editor-in-Chief
choose to spend the next six weeks wrestling farm animals — bah
So now, when our generation
Austin Burton, Co-Managing
CarlBergquist,Staff Photographer
reading
of
his
life.
bahhh.
Kevin
is
this
whogrew
(If
up withprimetime smut
Editor, CopyEditor
Abby Laxa,StaffPhotographer
room
a
pink
yellow
The
and
has
we don't want to be
grows
up,
hapsomehow...what the heck
Sean Reid, Co-ManagingEditor,
Seth Cooper,EditorialArtist
closet,
walk-in
so
he
drops
Being
hisstuff
to
loved.
hated lasts longer.It
you.)
pened
MeganMyers,Staff Cartoonist
Distribution Manager
off
and
the
missile
in
the
show
have
is
and
sexier. We need it
stronger
places
Anyway,
the
used
to
Johnson,
Leopoldino,
News Editor
Business
Waylen
Jamila
line,
accomplished
back.
we
find
to
like
we
the
catch
"Where
do
feel
have
Zell,
Sports
Manager
Nate
Editor
to be part of these people."
guess
something.
"I
I
decided
Opinion
Tirtawigoena,
Editor
Martin
Santos,
Advertising
JC
this so Icould show the world my
Although some of my fondest
So on weekday nights when I
Manager
Michael Quiroz, FeaturesEditor
sweet and lovable side," he says.
memoriesof Kevin involve a sin- look at the television Ijust repeat
ChristinaSoghomonian, A & E
Tomas Guillen, Advisor
The next to arrive is Tammy cere urge torip his puny little head this phrase, "I blame Nixon for
Editor
Staff'writers:RyannCooper
Faye Baker.She is wearingawhite off anytimehe repeated this line, I reality television.Damn Nixon."
Mark Bonicillo,CopyEditor
Sure,itdoesn'tchange the feastt-shirt with blue and pink smears recently found myself wonder—
the
chest.
The
words
/
ran
of testicles or the outcome of
ing
people
ing
across
wheredo the
on these
Faye
University.
is
of
Seattle
into
at
the
mall
from?
Joe
Spectator
newspaper
The
the official student
Taminv
are shows come
Millionaire. But at least it lets
the
front.
Thursday,
duringholidays
plastered
They
is
across
are
most
often
from
me
hate
someone.
every
except
published
people
It
and examination
"I got this shirt for Christmas. our generation. Something about
periods, for a total of 28issues during the 2002-2003 academic year.
See, America sti|l loves me like these shows draws us in.Does our Jamila Johnson is a junior
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to:The Spectator,Seattle Jesus loves each and every one of generation getoff on fame,regard- journalismmajor. Contactherat
jamila@jamilajohnson.org
University, 900 Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122. U.S.P.S. No. 2783 you. Well, everyone but Saddam," less of the implications?
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Pro-choice activists struggle 30 years later

Gayatri Jane Eassey

havebeen forced to stand constant
guard at the gate of reproductive
freedom.
Starting with the executive
branch,George W.Bush puta faux
feminist spin on his war on terrorism whenhe told the U.N.last fall,
"Respect for women...can triumph
in the Middle East and beyond."
Forget respect for women.
By denying women their repro-

Guest Columnist
As an activist for social justice ductive rights, George
and astrongbelieverin themission W. Bush is writing the
here atSeattle UniversityIamproud book on repression of
to be a part ofthe elevatedlevel of women.
dialogue on abortion.
He'd been installed as
Yesterday was the 30lh anniver- president for about a
sary of the Roe v. Wade decision, minute when he reinwhich secured for womenthe fun- stated theglobalgagrule;
damental civil and human right to another minute when he
make ourownchildbearingchoices.

named staunchly anti-

When abolitionist Wendall

choice Senator John

Senate to an anti-choice majority.
But it's not as if the legislative
branch wasn'talready doingits part
to undermine women'srights.
Anti-choice members of Con—
gress have introduced bills such
as thosepromoting abstinence-only
sexualityeducation andmandatory
parentalconsent requirements,and

logues, devoted tojudicial activism
other prescriptiondrugs.
The radicalright-wingpolitics of and bent on overturning Roe v.
the judicialbranchhavealso forced Wade.
So, on this 30th anniversary of
us to stand sentry at the gates of
justice.
the Supreme Court decision that
In2002 alone,reproductiverights securedfor womenone oftheirmost
activists fought to block five vehe- basic human rights, we are not only
mently anti-choice nominees to the celebrating, weare standingsentry
federal bench-Charles Pickering, at thehallowed gate of reproductive

those seeking to ban abortionpro— that infringe on our fun-

Priscilla

cedures

Owen,
Michael
McConnell, Miguel Estrada, and

freedom.

Although the Pro-Life club has
becomeincreasingly active oncamPickering and Owen were pus this year,do not think for one
defeated, McConnell and second that they can lay claim to a
Shedd were confirmed by monopoly by virtue of the
the Senate just weeks after University's Catholic affiliation.
You can be a good Catholic and
the midtermelections.
—
Last month, George W. pro-Choice never forget this.
Bush named Douglas Choice provides for the legal proKmiec, a proponent of tection of women and the doctors
"naturallaw," whichplaces who serve them. As a community
religious or transcendent we shouldactively encouragea conconcepts above manmade tinued dialogue on this critical islaw, to the federal appeals court in sue.
Dennis Shedd. While

You can be a good Catholic
—
and pro-Choice never forget

this.

Phillips warned that "eternal vigi-

Ashcroftas attorneygen-

lance is thepriceof liberty,"he was,
of course,talkingaboutthe scourge
of slavery, not the dangerous specter of citizens and public servants
hellbent on violating the rights of

eral of the U.S.; another few minutes when he eliminated funding
for the United Nations Population
Fund and tripledfunds for harmful
abstinence-only sexuality education.

damental rights.
Reproductiverights activists, on

the otherhand, havepromotedbills
that protect women's rights.
PlannedParenthood,forexample,
women.
is a drivingforcebehind the Equity
Then, before the midterm elec- in Prescription Insurance ContraBut inthe 30 years since the 1973
U.S. Supreme Court Roe v. Wade tions,he successfully usedhisbully ceptiveCoverageAct, which would
decision legalizedabortionnation- pulpit tostump foranti-choicecan- requirecontraception tobe covered
wide, activists for abortion rights didates, helping to return the U.S. byhealthinsurance plans that cover

Note: Factual information
contained in this column was
contributed by Planned
Parenthood of Western Washington.
GayatriJaneEasseyisa senior
politicalscience major. Contact
are vociferous anti-choice ideo- her ateasseyg@seattleu.edu

This appellate court is considered second in importance to the
SupremeCourtand a stepping-stone
to the Supreme Court for judges
who serve on it.
These are not moderate jurists
pledged to uphold the law. These

Fists forfeit to firearms with deadly results
Iknow thatguns don't killpeople. opinion), but there is one serious needed was these (fists). You win across.The fact that guns arelegal
People killpeople.But is there any part whereJohn Witherspoon pretty some, youlose some. But you live begs the questionof why it's legal
doubt that less killings would happen if we didn't live by
the "Squeeze first ask

questions last," credo?
(A line from Notorious

BlG's "Hypnotize.")Or,
as another slain rap art-

Austin L.Burton
Managing Editor

ist, Tupac Shakur, said,
'
"N bustin shotslike

By now weallrecognizetheirony
ofDr.MartinLuther KingJr.,champion of nonviolence,losing his life
in a violent fashion. And we all
know how ironic it is that in most
cities, the street named after Dr.
Kingiscommonlythe sceneof many
a violentcrime.Butdidyou hearthe
latest one?
Last Saturday night, with the
(Martin Luther) King Classic basketball exhibition going on inside
Seattle's Key Arena, police had to
pepper spray a crowd of over 200
that had becomeviolentoutsidethe
arena.Minutes later, someone with
either a flairfortheironicor just too
much testosterone(beton thelatter)
decided to cap off the evening by
busting some caps.
Whatis thedeal withus andguns?
1 wasneverable to understand why
a gun made a person so bad. Not
saying that I wouldn't act like a
total wimp if someone had a gun
pointed at me, but Idon't see how
theworldevolved to thepoint where
it's considered macho to shoot
somebody.
It may sound hypocritical from
someone who owns the Godfather
trilogy, Scarface, and several other
gangster flicks, but how does killing somebody without eventouching them makeyou tough?To me, a
real tough guyis the one wholooks
me right inthe eye,says*Tmgonna
kick your ass," and thendoes it.

theylosttheyminds/Like
25-to-life never
" crossed
theirminds.

But this isn't just a
black problem. Whites,
Asians, and every other
race of people were

much sums up the truth about guns

Thereinlies theprobm lem. No one truly
knows whatinsecurities

A long time ago, standing toeto-toe andfightingfor your
pride, beliefs, your woman, or
whatever the issue was became
passe. Now you just cock and
squeeze.

shooting eachother long
before Boyz N theHood
came out and willcontinue todo so
long after Doughboy and every
youngbrotherlike himare deadand
gone. The gun problem goes way
beyondany ghetto,suburb, orbackwoods. It's bigger than Compton,
Columbine, or Coeur d' Alene.
Quoth Nino Brown in New Jack
City: "Ain't no Uzis made in
Harlem." Ican'treally blame some
17-year-old kid for having a gun.
No doubt he feels like he has to,
since peopleonhis blockhave them
as well.
The real root of the problem is
internal, and dates back centuries.
Why do people feel like they need
guns? What has gone wrong with
the human psyche that makes it
respectable-admiredeven-tohurt
orkill someone without eventouchingthem. .using a machine,noless?
Whatever happened to, as my Dad
says, "straight-up fisticuffs." How
grand have our fears and insecurities becomethat we can't just fight
anymore?
Friday may be one of the best
comedy movies of all time (in my

.

to fight anotherday."

(I'm paraphrasing): "You kids to-

day are punks," he said. "Sissified.
So quick to pick up a gun. You're
afraid to take an ass-whooping.
When Iwas growing up, all you
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I'd like to exercise the benefit of
the doubt and assume every person

lie in theheartsofmen. whohas a gun honestly just has it
A long time ago,stand- for protection. But we all know
ing toe-to-toeand fight- that's not the case. A lot of gun
ing for your pride, be- owners—have their weapons
— for ofliefs, your woman, or fensive not defensive purposes.
theissue was And forget the weefolks who were
mepasse.Nowyou challenging that elephant on Man
cock and squeeze. vs.Beast. Thereal "little people"of
But if something isn't the worldare the onessmallenough
worth fighting for, is incourage andshortenoughin brathat same thing really vado that they make upfor it with a
worth taking a life?
full clip and a chip on their shoulBut what are we go- der.
ing to do? As long as
Let's justhope youdon't cut one
carrying a firearm is a Constitu- of them off in traffic.
are going to
tional right, people
'
pack heat andthey regoingtoshoot Austin L. Burton is a junior
eachotherwhen asi mpleright cross journalismmajor. Contacthimat
wouldhave got the same message burtona1©seattleu. edu

fJKi'jpecJ'V'oHak

E-Mail : (//

to carry a gun but illegalto carry a
bomb, but that's for another day.

*^Ji

"
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Who would win
in a fight
between... ?

Strawberry Shortcake vs. Power Puff
Girls?
"Strawberry Shortcake because she
smells nice and she "doesn't need back
up.
Shannon Vaughn, sophomore,
electrical engineering

Woodstock vs. Big Bird?

Barney Rubble vs.
Barney from the

"It wouldhave to be Big Bird because
the goliaths win today. Thelittle guy
doesn't have a shot. It's sad but true."
MATT ZEMEK, ALUMNUS, JOURNALISM

-

those gizmos.
visitor

from the

Simpson's passed
out."
MELANI ERICE, SOPHOMORE,

JARETT ANTOQUE,FRESHMAN, BUSINESS
AND ECONOMICS

Mysteries reveal Nothing Happened
themselves , if Last Week...
you look hard

The gaseous, green picture on the back page of this week's
Spectator most certainly represents a view from the eyes ofan SU
student who is binge drinking...
Itmight alsobe acreative picture of the vomit the binge drinking
SUstudent expelled...Or itcouldbe an atypicalrepresentationof the
near-death experience the SU student had after binge drinking.
Ialso suggest that perhaps the blurry and curvy nature of the
patterns in the picturemay manifest memories ofhow theroom was
spinning when the SU student binge drank...Or, since it's green,
maybe this is a picture of the Midori, the margaritas, the apple
martinis, or even the dirty James Bond martini the SU student
consumed while binge drinking...Actually, it's probably green
because it represents the money Ihave spent, and the dough I'll
continue to spend,because,well,I" mcurrentlybingedrinking...And
this hot girl who is wearing a green bra (the picture, of course), is
with me, binge drinking. Finally, didn't you know that light in
heavenis an irregular, sort of misty green? Heaven is whereImust
be...because I'm binge drinking...And thanks for providing a picture of my Heaven!
With Appreciation,
Mike Sawyer

basedhis most famous character.
Investors have qualms about the
feasibility of the project, which is
estimated to cost $15.6 million

and createalmost 3,000 jobsin

the area.Park designers planned
'
Patty s Day,a greatnumberofbirds to feature amusement rides (of
have been making a kamikaze ap- doom!), a golf course (of
The words that cameout ofmusi- proach to the large windowpanes despair!), a zoo (of terror!),
cian AvrilLavigne's mouth as re- on campus buildings. A university horseback riding (cursed
ported by The Washington Post on spokesmanreportedalmost50birds horseback riding),and a Gothic
Wednesday,Jan. 15. The unbear- have diedattempting to fly through castle wired with spooky effects
ably cute Lavigne shared her dis- the windows.However, university (escape from which, is quite
dain for interviews (in, irony of all officials are hopeful that the crea- impossible....mwa haha ha).
ironies, an interview) bycomment- tures willmigrate/slouchon, as the
The week ended on another uning:
berries are dwindling.
holy
note with a story from the AP
anything,
just,
"Nooffense or
it's
like, weird when someone's,like,
In more killing news, this time featuring a Kentuckybible college's
—
'So how does it feel?' You just from merry ol' London, Reuters fight torepel themarkof thebeast
shake someone's hand, sit down reported the discovery of a man's on theirphonenumbers. In a matter
and spill your guts. And they just headless body on Thursday, Jan. tooextremetobecoincidence(provwant to know so much and you're 16. Police told reporters that the ing God not only exists, he has a
just, like, 'Why do you care?'"
victim had committed suicide via sense ofhumor), Christian employFrankly,it seems beyondthis re- the use of a homemadeguillotine. eesat the Kentucky MountainBible
porter that anyone could not care The very inventive and very de- Collegein the city of Vancleve disabout the life of the neo-punk, tie- capitated Boyd Taylor, 36, of covered all theirphonescontain the
wearingpopsinger whose claimsto Milboume, Northumberland had prefix: 666. For the uninitiated in
fame include such hit singles as placedthe device overhis bed, and Judeo-Christian culture, the num"SkBer Boi" and "Tomorrow." In then went to sleep toawait aspecial ber "666" is foretold in the Bible's
fact, perhaps the most important timerset toactivatehis deathinstru- Book of Revelations to be stamped
thing to care about is that the gor- ment in the early hours Monday by Satanontothe foreheadsor hands
geousLavigne, at the mature age of morning. Officials suspect no foul of those set foreternal damnation in
the timeofthe apocalypse. Leaders
18, is finally legal as legal can be. play.
within the nondenominational inThe past week also brought a bit The world went down in coolness stitution are currently pressing the
ofhee-larious news aboutthousands last Friday,Jan. 17 when it was phone company to change thepreof birds flying drunk into the win- announced the prospects ofa
fix to the less striking 695. Until
then, the phone lines at Kentucky
park
dows of a Swedish university. Ac- Dracula theme
were cast in
AP,
Mountain are destined tosuffer in a
cording to the
large numbers of doubt because of disagreements
torment of fire,brimstone, and Full
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Unless you count...

When the idea of a "What is it?" first came up, we thought we"d try to
keep the secret as longas we could. But after a week, we can't keep it to
ourselves any longer. The image wasof nothing,of course,but that didn't
stop some ofthe more imaginativefrom sendingus their best guesses.
From flamingos to dancing women, many a subconscious soul was
bared. Of them all, Mike Sawyer came the closest to guessing what was
never really there in the first place!
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CREATIVE WRITING

David Garcia, sophomore, campus

enough...
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"If it was Barney
Rubble, it was
because Barney

Papa Smurfvs. Dexter?
"Dexter wouldbecause "he's got all
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